
FIND OUT IF YOUR BUSINESS QUALIFIES
FOR THE EMPLOYEE RETENTION
CREDIT PROGRAM



TIME IS RUNNING OUT
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Time is running out to �le for the Employee Retention Tax Credit (ERTC), also referred to as 
the Employee Retention Credit (ERC). This Internal Revenue Service (IRS) funded credit is 
given to business owners who experienced �nancial hardships during the COVID-19 
pandemic in 2020 and 2021. If eligible, you could receive a credit up to $26,000 per 
employee. This is a refundable tax credit that is essentially “free money,” meaning it does 
not need to be paid back.

We don’t need to tell you that the last two years have been incredibly challenging for 
business owners. Federal and state government o�cials have responded with several 
grants and credits designed to pump capital into the market.

One of these programs, the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP), o�ered by the Small 
Business Administration (SBA), was very popular and many business owners �led for and 
received these funds through their local bank. However, many businesses have NOT yet 
�led for their employee retention tax credit. This credit would provide more cash than the 
�rst round of PPP for many businesses.



THERE ARE TWO MAIN REASONS
BUSINESS OWNERS HAVE NOT
FILED FOR THE ERC FUNDING:
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WHAT IS ERC?
The employee retention credit is a refundable tax credit from the IRS of up to $26,000 per 
employee, based on qualifying payroll that was paid to W2 employees during 2020 and 2021.
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The SBA did a great job promoting PPP and worked through local banks to educate their business 
clients. However, the IRS has done very little to inform businesses who qualify for the ERC.

When the ERC was �rst issued, many eligible businesses did not �le for their PPP. Many business 
owners and CPAs determined they did not qualify. Recent changes now allow businesses to �le 
for this credit even if they received money from PPP.

The ERC has changed several times over the last eighteen months. The current version of this 
refundable tax credit represents a huge opportunity for businesses to receive funding. In 
order to help our clients receive the maximum credit, Paybotic has partnered with an ERC consul-
tant, a leader in government grants and tax credits for businesses.

Please read the FAQs below to get a better understanding of how this program works.
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WHAT ARE THE SPECIFIC
QUALIFICATIONS FOR ERC?

A government authority that required a partial or full shutdown of 
your business during 2020 or 2021. This includes your operations 
being limited by commerce, inability to travel, or restrictions of group 
meetings.

Or gross receipts decline by more than 50 percent during a 2020 or 
2021 calendar quarter, when compared to the same quarter in the 
prior year. A business can qualify for one quarter and not another.

Or a “recovery startup” business that was launched after February 
15, 2020, for which the average annual gross receipts do not 
exceed $1 million, subject to a quarterly ERC cap of $50,000.

Initially, under the CARES Act of 2020, businesses who already 
received a PPP loan did not qualify for the ERC. With new legislation 
in 2021, employers are now eligible for both programs. The ERC, 
though, cannot apply to the same wages as the ones for PPP.

A government authority that required a partial or full shutdown of 
your business during 2020 or 2021. This includes your operations 
being limited by commerce, inability to travel, or restrictions of group 

Or gross receipts decline by more than 50 percent during a 2020 or 
2021 calendar quarter, when compared to the same quarter in the 
prior year. A business can qualify for one quarter and not another.

Or a “recovery startup” business that was launched after February 

Initially, under the CARES Act of 2020, businesses who already 
received a PPP loan did not qualify for the ERC. With new legislation 
in 2021, employers are now eligible for both programs. The ERC, 



WHY HAVE SO FEW BUSINESSES FILED
FOR ERC?

HOW MUCH CAN A SMALL BUSINESS
RECEIVE FROM ERC?
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When ERC was originally rolled out, a business had to choose between the PPP and the ERC. They 
couldn’t do both. Because the early version of the ERC only provided a credit for a few months of 
payroll, the PPP was much better. Thus, businesses did not �le ERC. The requirements have changed 
several times over the last eighteen months. Businesses are now allowed to �le ERC, even if they 
received PPP funds. Also, the amount of payroll that can qualify from 2020 and 2021 has expanded 
dramatically, making the ERC refundable credit a huge opportunity for most small businesses

The maximum credit is $26,000 per employee, but very few businesses will qualify for this amount. 
This is because any PPP funds used for wages must be removed from the calculation. There are 
several other factors that determine the total amount of qualifying wages that can be claimed as a 
credit. The average most �rms can get for their small business clients is $10,000 per employee. A 
business with ten employees is likely to qualify for a $100,000 credit.



HOW DOES A BUSINESS FILE FOR ERC?
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The ERC underwent several changes including how to determine quali�ed wages, which employees 
are eligible, and more. Your business’s speci�c case might require more intensive review and analysis. 
The program is complex and might leave you with many unanswered questions.

We can help make sense of it all. Our dedicated experts will guide you and outline the steps you 
need to take to maximize the claim for your business.



WHAT DOES OUR COMPANY DO
FOR OUR CLIENTS?

COMMON QUESTIONS HANDLED BY
OUR DEDICATED SUPPORT TEAM INCLUDES:
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It provides a thorough evaluation regarding eligibility.

We ensure comprehensive analysis of claims.

Guidance is provided on the claiming process and documentation.

We have speci�c program expertise in which a regular CPA or payroll processor might not be 
well-versed.

You will get a fast and smooth end-to-end process, from eligibility to claiming and receiving refunds.

How does the PPP loan factor into the ERC?

What are the di�erences between the 2020 and 2021 programs and how does it apply to my business?

What are aggregation rules for larger, multi-state employers? How do I interpret executive orders for 
multiple states?

Will it be a fast and smooth end-to-end process, from eligibility to claiming and receiving funds?
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GETTING STARTED

Once you click the link provided, a representative from Accountabis Advisors will reach out to begin the 
process.

They will determine whether your business quali�es for the ERC.

They analyze your claim and compute the maximum amount you can receive.

They guide you through the claiming process, from beginning to end, including proper documentation.

Simply click the link provided to get started. See how much your business may qualify from the ERC.


